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Grace and peace to you from Christ, who is the truth.  
Who sets us free? Amen. 

 
 
Move 1: Approaching the Reformation 
 
One year ago, we celebrated the 500th anniversary of the Reformation. The 
moment that Martin Luther posted those 95 theses and changed Christian life 
forever. We are a church founded on reforming, adapting, changing, and 
transforming. A church founded on challenging the status quo and discerning the 
truth and freedom that we receive from Christ.  
 
In this year, 501 years since the Reformation, the same holds true. We still 
ponder and wonder together. Discern and challenge. Reform and adapt.  
 
As people of the Reformation, we inherently are people still becoming. Still 
growing. Still learning. Still being shaped, molded, and sculpted by our 
relationship in Christ.  
 
Today, we remember and reclaim that identity of ourselves. That lens in which 
we live out how we follow Christ and live in the world.  
 
There’s a tendency on high festival days like today, the Reformation, to pump our 
chests. To gloat. To think we all that. To believe we are better than others and 
that we are hot stuff because we think were on the winning side in history.  
 
Yeah, that Luther guy, no biggie, but I kinda know him a bit. NBD.  
 
But that’s not the purpose of the Reformation. The Reformation isn’t about the 
past. Sure the moment of breaking away, the initial reformation event, happened 
in the past. But the focus and purpose of the Reformation was not to be nostalgic 
and dwell in the past. We learn from the past. But we don’t stay in it or remain in 
it.  
 
We move forward guided by it. But the important piece is moving forward in the 
present and future. That’s the primary purpose of the Reformation. “The purpose 
of this day is to focus on the present and future. And consider our own need for 
renewal and reformation.” [1] 
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Reformers, like Luther, weren’t interested in us worshipping them. In us 
grounding ourselves in tradition or doctrine. In getting caught up in the past.  In 
the good ole days.  
 
The Reformation is about movement toward. Moving faith toward a center in 
Scripture. Moving people toward the grace and love of Christ. Moving people 
toward freedom. Moving people toward purpose. In the present.  
 
We approach this important weekend re-acknowledging that salvation isn’t based 
on us. It’s not based on our holiness or righteousness. We reclaim that God 
alone makes us holy and righteous. By grace alone, by Christ alone, we are 
freed. Made one. And gain life everlasting.  
 
That’s the faith we celebrate. A faith not imprisoned by doctrine and tradition, but 
a faith centered in freedom. A faith centered in love, grace, and Scripture. Not 
self, works, and deeds. 
 
We remember our reformers. But our response isn’t regurgitation. It’s faithful 
reflection on ourselves right now. Here. Today. 
 
Reflecting how we are aligning ourselves with Scripture and Christ. Where do we 
need renewal? Reforming? What are we doing to live out the freedom we receive 
from Christ?  
 
Today, we immerse ourselves in these questions. Reflecting on how we are 
always a people and a church on the way. Becoming. Moving forward. Moving 
closer and closer toward Christ.  
 
 
Move 2: Scripture 
 

In the spirit of that, we reflect upon our Gospel and ponder together what it 
means to be free.  
 
That’s the central question and overriding concern of the crowd in which Jesus is 
interacting with in today’s lesson.   
 
It’s important to point out that this crowd is made up of Jewish men and women 
who believe in Jesus. They are devout Jews trying to make sense of what it 
means to be faithful to Jewish teachings and also follow Christ.  
 
Remember, it wasn’t popular then to be a follower of the Way. Following Jesus 
caused deep hurt, division, and separation amongst Jewish families back then. 
Not all Jews were bad. Not all Jews were adversaries.   
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Jesus was a Jew. He wasn’t standing outside of Judaism and casting stones at 
the Jewish people. Here, Jesus isn’t in opposition or judging the Jewish crowds 
gathered.  
 
Jesus is teaching. He is guiding. Shaping. Molding. Trying to help those who 
want to follow him but don’t quite know how. Or what that entirely entails. 
 
We can relate to that. We are people, too, trying to find our way, our purpose. 
Trying to discern how we become the person God created us to be. Christ meets 
us in that. 
 
In our Gospel, these Jewish brothers and sisters were displaced. They had been 
cast out of their synagogues. Some cast out from their own families. They no 
longer have a home or place.  
 
And Christ reassures them, and us. Home is no longer found in a place. Our 
home is forever found in a person. The person of Jesus. [3]  
 
That is where we experience new life. Where we always have shelter and 
sanctuary. Not in a place, but in the personhood of Jesus. Who is the revelation 
of God. Who is the embodiment of God’s promises. Who is the truth, where we 
receive life and freedom. 
 
Christ reveals that in Scripture. He starts by saying that the truth will set you free. 
He ends by saying the Son makes you free. Notice that.  
 
“Son” and “truth” are interchangeable. They are substitutes of each other. [4]  
 
“In doing so, Christ reveals He alone brings us freedom. He along gives us 
belonging in God’s household. It’s nothing we do. It is Christ himself who does 
this.” [5] For you. For me. For all.  
 
 
Move 3: Freed from. Freed to. 
 
We rediscover that truth today. We remember that we are not saved by our 
morality. We are not freed by correct doctrine. We are freed and saved only by 
what Christ brings, gives, and does.  
 
We are freed. Freed from all our past. All our present. All our future. Mistakes, 
missteps, and miscues. All of it. We are freed from. 
 
So, the natural question is what do we do with that freedom? 
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Are we free to do whatever we want? I mean, that’s often what we think of 
freedom here in American society. Freedom, for many of us, is doing whatever 
we want. How we want. When we want. No interruptions. No responsibility.  
 
But that’s not the type of freedom Christ is talking about.  
 
The freedom Christ is talking about isn’t selfish. It’s not about hoarding. It’s not 
about remaining the same.  
 
The truth sets us free. The Son makes us free. There’s movement. There’s 
direction in this.  
 
That’s what love does. That’s what grace does. It doesn’t leave us the same. I 
like to say, when I come to the table, “I come as I am. But I don’t leave as I was.” 
 
Christ changes us. The truth and knowledge of God’s grace, it changes us. 
Christ’s freedom, it transforms us.  
 
We are freed from. Sin and death. And simultaneously, we are freed to.  
 
To be. To love. To serve. To give. To share. 
 
Freed from. Freed to.  
 
That’s the purpose of Jesus’ teaching. That’s the intent of the reformers: to invite 
Christians to freedom. [6] 
 
We join in that work together. Not afraid of our past. Not too young to do 
anything. Not too old to have something to give. Not too busy.  
 
We come together, before God, and free ourselves from that all that way of 
thinking. We free ourselves from all that separates us from God, self, and others.  
 
And we reflect on our need for renewal and revival now. Our need for Christ. We 
reflect on what God is calling us to in 2018 and beyond. We reflect on how we 
can be. More loving. More giving. More of who God created us to be.  
 
 
Move 4: Video 
 

All of us have been chiseled by God. Shaped by God’s hands. We are each a 
masterpiece. Created with a purpose. With a part to play in God’s work of helping 
all people know the truth and freedom of Christ.  
 
To illustrate that, I want us to watch a short film. 
 

[Video “Made for Something Great” by James Grocho shown to illustrate  
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that God will show us how to walk by faith, not by sight.  
That God will lead us to a life of trust, into the great unknown.] 

 
https://www.sermonspice.com/product/68436/made-for-something-great 

 
 
Move 5: What was I put here for…. 
 

All of us are created with a purpose. What do we do with that knowledge? Do we 
stay put? Count our days?  
 
Or do we take courage? Get up. And respond. Be who we were put here to be. 
Live the love Christ showed us. Live the grace Christ gave. Live the freedom 
Christ achieved for us.  
 
This doesn’t mean remaining the same. Christian freedom entails movement. 
Becoming. Reforming.  
 
Being changed. Being shaped. Moved. Sculpted again and again by God’s 
grace.  
 
This day and every day, I pray we know this truth. We live this truth. We follow in 
the way of freedom. Amen. 
 
______ 
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Reflection questions: 
 

 Where do you see the need for renewal and revival in your life? 
 

 What are you struggling to give up in order to receive the freedom Christ 
offers? 
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